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Fusion in Europe is the official newsletter of EUROfusion, the European consortium for the

realisation of fusion energy. Every issue, we will bring you the latest news and views on the

progress of fusion research in Europe.

Dear *|IF:FNAME|* *|FNAME|*, *|ELSE:|*reader,*|END:IF|*

Welcome to issue four of our Fusion in Europe newsletter! In this edition we
take you to Marseille in France for the premiere of our exciting new traveling
science exhibition Fusion, Power to the People. Of course we also bring you
the latest news from our members and our partners, as well as opportunities for
students and researchers.

Like what we're writing? Then you'll love our next edition, with a look at the
inspiring outreach activities organised at COP26 by ITER and our UK
EUROfusion Member UKAEA.

Don't forget to shoot us a message at news@euro-fusion.org if you want to
comment, suggest news or send in a question!

With best regards on behalf of the EUROfusion Communication team,
Gieljan de Vries

This issue of Fusion in Europe:

Traveling fusion exhibition
premieres in Marseille
Our exciting new exhibition Fusion, Power to the
People opened to the public on 8 October at Les
Docks Village in Marseille, France! This
innovative exhibition uses a combination of art,
science, gaming and augmented reality to invite
visitors to build up their own understanding of
fusion energy and what it can mean for our
energy future. #fusionexpo premieres in Marseille
from 8 October - 18 December and will then go
on to travel all across Europe.

Inauguration event: EUROfusion's new traveling exhibition opens in
Marseille
Press release: exhibition brings fusion power to the people of Marseille
About Fusion, Power to the People
Online brochure

SOFT Innovation Prize

The European Commission's SOFT
Innovation Prize rewards outstanding
researchers or industries who try to
find new solutions, possibly with
wider applications, to the challenges
of realising fusion energy.
Submissions are welcome until
January 18th, 2022!

FuseNet 8-bit PhD event

The eighth edition of FuseNet's
annual PhD Event includes high-
profile keynote speakers, a top-notch
scientific programme, the much
valued PeckaKucha contest, a
poster market and the brand-new
SpeePhDating initiative.

From EUROfusion Members and Partners

CEA, France: An Actively Cooled Divertor for WEST
DIFFER, the Netherlands: Successful first experiment with Upgraded
Pilot-PSI
Fusion for Energy, EU: Design of ITER diagnostic system nearly
completed
IPFN, Portugal: Artificial Intelligence Helps Nuclear Fusion
IPP, Germany: Wendelstein 7-X Concept Proves Its Efficiency
IPP.CAS, Czech Republic: End of COMPASS Tokamak is a New
Beginning
TU Wien, Austria: A Sandblaster at the Atomic Level
UKAEA, UK: Fusion Energy at COP26

Le Meridionel, France: Fusion: la nouvelle ressource de l’humanité?
(French)
Actu.fr: L'exposition "FUSION, power for the people" vous fait découvrir
la fusion nucléaire (French)
Newswire.com: Climate Polluters Collaborate on Carbon-Free Nuclear
Fusion

30 Nov - 2 Dec: World Nuclear Exhibition (WNE) 2021

SHARE AND COMMENT

If you have a comment, suggestion for news or question you would like
answered, please contact us at news@euro-fusion.org.

Introduce someone new to Fusion in Europe: forward this email along with a
personalised recommendation, or share our announcements with your social
networks on Twitter and LinkedIn. Thanks for your support!
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Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. Or subscribe to this

newsletter if you are not a subscriber yet.

Copyright © *|CURRENT_YEAR|* of the EUROfusion consortium. EUROfusion is a consortium of
currently 30 research organisations and, behind them about 150 affiliated entities including universities

and companies, from 25 European Union member states plus the United Kingdom, Switzerland and
Ukraine.
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